Reassortment of cells according to position in mouse morulae.
Sixteen-cell mouse morulae were disaggregated and blastomeres originally occupying outer or inner positions were separated. Outer, inner, or unsorted populations of blastomeres were labeled with either trinitrobenzene sulphonic acid (TNP) or fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and individual blastomeres aggregated to unlabelled partially decompact eight- to ten-cell morulae. After up to 6 h in culture, the positions of the labelled blastomeres within the aggregates were examined. The combined results demonstrated that between 86 and 92% of outer cells remained on the surface of the aggregate and flattened into extensive polygonal shapes, whereas 76-77% of the inner cells had become engulfed by the host morula cells and retained their initial spherical shape. Using unsorted cells, 33-37% were internalised, which is compatible with the most recent estimates of the presence of six to eight inner cells at the 16-cell stage. The possibility that differential adhesiveness of the outer and inner cells is involved in the allocation of cells to the trophectoderm and inner cell mass of the blastocyst is discussed.